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Tablet Order Taking

Reservation &
Waiting Lists

Recipe Management
Menu Management
Cloud Hosting
Financial Integration
Multi Branch Integration
Guest Feedback & Survey

E-Menu

Delivery Management
Caller ID Integration

TABLE MAP
The Table Map provides user friendly graphical interface to view
and manage status of all tables for easy table reservation,
checking of availability etc.

KOT PRINTING
Designed for sending one order to a single or multiple KOT
printers based on the type of dishes in the order. Ability to send
edit and cancel messages to the kitchen.

WATER TABLET ORDERING
Bizmax Handheld enables to take an order at the table with the
order automatically printed in the kitchen. Provision to print bills
from the Handheld, retrieve previously ordered items for a
selected table etc.

E-MENU
Sleek and easy-to-use Android/ iOS tablets that you can use to
replace your outdated paper menus of yesteryear and provide
guests with attractive electronic menu with optional guest
ordering mode.

ITEM ALERT LEVELS
Item Alert Levels can be set on any number of products before
the start of trade. This feature is mainly used when there are a
certain number of items available for sale and you wish to notify
the waiter how many items are available to sell.

HR & PAYROLL
Equipped to deal with HR & Payroll functions such as managing
employee data, attendance recording, shift management,
payslip generations etc. Provision to integrate with Time and
Attendance system.

REPORTS & STATISTICS
Easy tool to generate various periodical reports and statistics
on sales, purchases, inventory, profit and loss statements etc.
Reports can be generated on daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually and annually basis.

LOYALTY MANAGEMENT
Bizmax provides an integrated solution that has the ability to
implement gift cards and loyalty programs for restaurants and
chains.

STOCK CONTROL
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Strong real time inventory and stock control system with the
ability to stock transfer, purchase orders generation, ingredients
inventory etc. for a single or multi location setup.

